
South Central Railway 
Divisional Office, 
Personnel Branch, 

Guntakal, 
No.SCR/P-GTL/210(a)/M7/Sr.TECH/DSL-ELECTRICAL Dt:30.06.2022 

O.0.No. 608/ Sr.Tech/DSL-Electrical/2022 
Sub: Promotions to the post of Sr.Tech/DSL-Electrical Wing in Diesel Shed/GY&GTL. 

Ref: This office memorandum no. of even no dt.10.12.2021. 

***** 

The following Employees working as Tech-1 (DSL- Electrical wing) in level-5 of 7th CPC Pay 
Matrix (GP.Rs.2800), was found suitable for promotion as Sr.Tech (DSL-Electrical wing) in level-6 
of 7th CPC Pay Matrix (GP Rs. 4200) vide this office Memorandum under reference, are now promoted 

as Sr.Tech (DSL- Electrical wing) in level-6 of 7th CPC Pay Matrix (GP.Rs.4200) and posted to the 
Diesel Sheds as mentioned against each. The pay fixed on promotion of the employees pay fixation 
will follow. Their pay should be affected from the date of shouldering higher responsibilities. 

S. 
Name of the Employee 

S/Shri/Smt)/PF.No 
No Present designation and station Promoted as and posted. 

1 K.Venkateswer Rao, 

PF No. 05542376 
2 D.Venkatadri, 

PF No. 05540320 
3 Jaisari, 

PF No. 05531731 
4 K.PUSHPA, 

PF No. 05531743 

Technicain -I/DSL-Electrical/ GTL Sr.TECH/DSL-Electrical/GTL 

Technicain-1/DSL-Electrical/ GTL Sr.TECH/DSL-Electrical/GTL 

Technicain-1/DSL-Electrical/GTL Sr.TECH/DSL-Electrical/GTL. 

Technicain-1/DSL-Electrical/GTL Sr.TECH/DSL-Electrical/GTL. 
(four only ) 

The above promotions are subject to the following conditions: 

(01) They should be free DAR/SPE/Vig cases and they are not undergoing any penalties debarring 

them from promotion 
(02) 1f they are undergoing any penalties, which debars the promotions, he should not be 

promoted and concerned supervisory officials should inform this office immediately. In case 

any minor penalty of withholding of annual increment has been imposed subsequently and 

yet to become operative or operated, the same may be imposed in the higher grade. 

(03) The above promotion is provisional and subject to the outcome of. 

Court/High 
Appeals/petitions/Applications, if any pending before them. 

(04) The promotion shall be provisional and subject to the outcome of the main SLPs and contempt 

petition (c) no314/2016 in SLPO no4831/2012-Samata Andolan Samiti through President vs 
Sanjay Kothari& Ors and any other cases pending in any other courts on the above subject. 

ement of supremne 

Court/CAT as the cases may be in respect of writ 

(05) they are eligible to opt to fixation of pay on promotions after earning one increment in the 

lower Grade within one month from the date of promotions, in terms of Railway Board's letter 

dated 13-11-1981 and Railway Board's letter No PC-VII/20161/a6/2 (RBE No. 79/2017) dated 

31.07.2017 & CPO/SC's Letter No PR) 481/X (SC No. 107/2017) dated 01.08.2017. The above 

employees may choose fixation of pay shown under column A or B' above, whichever is 
beneficial to him. If he opts for fixation under column B' they should exercise option in writing 
within one month from the date of promotion. 

PTO 
3o hom 



(06) In terms of PCPO/SCs instructions vide letter No.SCR/P-HQ/602/RP/ Policy dated 
All the SC/ST candidates coming in the purview of general seniority shall be 

considered against Available Roster Points. Whenever, in any case if the roster point is 
consumed and the number of SC/ST employees still appears as per the Zone of consideration 

in the general seniority, they will be promoted and adjusted against future SC/ST vacancies. 

23.06.2017 

The date of effecting changes should be advised to all concerned. 

This has the approval of the Competent Authority. 

(Kishore Kumar Barasi) 
APOeadre) 
For Sr.DPO/GTL 

C/- Sr.DME/DSL/GY &GTL, Sr.DFM/GTL, 
C/-Employee through Concerned supervisory officials, 
C/-SSE/DSL/GY & GTL: for information & necessary action please, 
C/-Ch.0S/Bills, SR & Lc/DSL/GTL, 0.0.File, 
C/-DSs/SCRMU, SCRES, AISCTE Assn., A1OBCE Assn/GTL 


